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Russia’s Ambassador Warns ‘Britain is too deep’
Into the Ukraine Conflict and Says Moscow Will
Publish ‘Proof’ UK Helped Carry Out Suicide Drone
Attack on the Black Sea Fleet – Adding: ‘It is
dangerous… it escalates the situation’
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Russia’s ambassador insists he has evidence of UK aiding a Ukrainian drone attack on
Putin’s fleet in Black Sea

Diplomat Andrei Kelin has said Britain is involved ‘too deep’ in the Ukraine War and warns of
consequences

Russia said it lodged a ‘strong protest’ over Nord Stream and Black Sea attacks which it
accuses UK of aiding 

Britain denies direct attacks on Russia as ‘false claims on an epic scale’ but is open about
support for Ukraine

*

The UK is ‘too deep’ in the Ukraine war, Russia‘s ambassador warned – while insisting
that Putin will not use nuclear weapons in an attack despite a series of thinly veiled threats.

Diplomat Andrei  Kelin  alleges he has evidence of  UK special  forces’  participation in  a
Ukrainian drone attack on Russia’s Black Sea fleet, which he claims to have passed on to his
UK counterpart.

Speaking to Sky News‘ Mark Austin, Mr Kelin said:
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‘We  perfectly  know  about  the  participation  of  British  specialists  in  [the]  training,
preparation  and  execution  of  violence  against  the  Russian  infrastructure  and  the
Russian fleet in the Black Sea. We know that it has been done.’

Mr Kelin told media that the evidence will be made public ‘pretty soon’.

He said:

‘It is dangerous because it escalates the situation. It can bring us up to the line of… I
won’t say “no return”, because return is always possible. But anyway, we should avoid
escalation.

‘And  this  is  a  warning  actually  that  Britain  is  too  deep  in  this  conflict.  It  means  the
situation  is  becoming  more  and  more  dangerous.’

Click here to read the full article.
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